Pahang maintain top spot in Super League

KUALA LUMPUR: Pahang produced another scintillating display to maintain the top spot in the Super League after beating Sime Darby 4-1 at the Darul Makmur Stadium, Kuantan, Saturday night.

The Tok Gajah Squad lead the table with 28 points, just one point over Selangor.

Pahang opened scoring in the 19th minute through R. Sui'endran before Argentinean signing, Matias Conti increased the lead in the 35th and 45th minutes.

Dickson Nwakaeme made it 4-0 in the 65th minute before Sime Darby scored their consolation goal through Dilshod Sharofetdinov in the 71st minute.

Selangor snatched the second spot on the Super League Table from Johor Darul Ta'zim II (JDT II) and UiTM, which ended in a 2-2 draw at the Pasir Gudang Municipal Stadium, was marred by an altercation between JDT II assistant manager

Meanwhile, the Premier League match between Johor Darul Ta'zim II and UiTM, which ended in a 2-2 draw at the Pasir Gudang Municipal Stadium, was marred by an altercation between JDT II assistant manager

Onn Jabat and referee Sukri Abdul Rahman after the match ended.

Onn, who was said to be not happy with the quality of refereeing, threw a punch at Sukri Abdul Rahman.

The incident prompted Johor fans to vent their anger at the referee who had to be escorted out of the stadium by the police at 11.15pm. - Bernama